


. The selection of the ai~on ac~ptmce mte
on which metering is based depends upon a
deailed howledge of the cument Sate of the
teminal. Among the dynmic evens that affect
teminal capacity are chmges in wind, weight
mix of arriving trtific, distribution of arrivals

---- - among fixes, missed approaches, skill of final
vector controller, and proponion of depanures
to amvals. Automation which can analyze the
teminal situation and promote a nsponsive
~lationship to the metering system cm ensure
tiat the acceptmce mte is not set too low (which
wastes capacity) or too high (which overloads
the teminai and ultimately resulm in a request
for lowering the acceptance rate as a way of
protecting against overload).

. me actual teminal throughput rate often
changes too quickly for en route metering
systems to respond. Throughput suffers from
response delays, even when the achievable
throughput is tiown. By fully employing the
controllability that exists within the teminal
area, teminal automation can wcover this 10s1
capacity.

. The achievable throughput rate depends
upon the precision of the final spacing process,
and this precision can only be addressed by
hprovements ti temktal processes.

. Because of proximity to other congested
teminals, some teminals will find it very
difficult to extend detailed traffic plwing into
en route airspace. For such teminals, early
progress toward automation assistance may
require a system that can function within
temhal airspace alone.

A key, question concerns whether the
controllability available to a teminal scheduler
allows it to achieve an efficient schedule. h a
simulation of Denver airspace Credeur [51
concluded that some mnway throughput is lost
when tie mnway schedulin6 process kgins !eSS
than about 30 minutes prior to landing. If a 30
minute plain6 horizon is to be achieved, then
the TATCA planning boundary would have to
extend out of the cument teminal boundaries to
the top-of-descent point (or, ahematively, the en
route metering process would have to k closely
coupled with TATCA @laming so that problems
with the amival stream begin to & corrected
prior to teminal entry). For practical and
opemtional reasons, it is desirable to implement
early tcminal automation within the current
terminal boundaries without requiring

significant modifications or etiancemcnts to
planned metering and flow control functions.
Hence, a quantitative analysis is needed to
determine whether [he loss of efficiency
produced by such a panitioning is significmt. -

When evaluating uncommon overload
condhions and operations near system capacity,
ve~ large traffic smples are required in order
to tiaw conclusions. For this Eason, it is risky
to attempt to answer some statistical
petiomance questions using full scale human
subject experiments for which lflically only a
few hours of traffic can be gathered. Although
human subject testin6 is exlremely valuable for
system validation, a fast time shulation is still
needed to explore statis~ical variation. This is
panicularly true when the sys[em is being
operated near capacity md throughput increases
of 10 percent or less are to be verified. For
these reasons, most of the fi6ures presented in
this study are based on the simulation of
24 hours of traffic dam per cuwe.

Formulation of the Terminal Scheduling
Problem

In order to reduce the problem to an
analyzable fore, this paper fomulates lhe
teminal scheduling problem as follows: An
automated scheduling aid is available for the last
ponion of lhe flight (wilhin some scheduling
horizon). This aid can compute and execute a
schedule that results in efficient runway
utilization for the amival stream delivered to it.
The possible schcdulcs [hat cm be achieved are
limited by the con[rollabilily of [he landing
times of arrivals. TATCA controllabiliq is Ihe
amount by wkich (he nominal landing rime ofan
orrival crossing the planning horizon can be
skifred forward or backward under dejined
constraints on available pa(h stretching and
speed conrrol. The system hat delivers ativais
to TATCA is subject to random fluctuations
from (he ideal amival timings (i.e., aircraft do
not always amive regularly spaced at the exact
rate at which they cm & landed). Randowess
will occasionally resull in an aircraft being
delivered so early 01 late that the TATCA
scheduler cannot land il using the availlble
controllability. Tke average rate at which [kis
occurs is called rhe con:rollcr intemenrion rare.

The [em “intewention” derives from the
fact that the air traffic controller must, in some
way, provide additional delay for aircraft that
cannot be scheduled by the automation. The
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mmer k which the TATCA system responds to
sti exwptiom k stiU &bg r<ud It is c~~,
however, that imposing such delay involves
wor~oad or less efficient flight profiles (as weU
as endangering the smooth traffic flow hat

/. -“
-. TATCA seeks to maintain). Ideally, the

htemention mte would & zero. However, i“

~Y Prac:i$al sYstem it is desirable to accept a
non-zero Intemention rate for the sake of
hcreased throughput. h the malysis that
foUows, kwwention mte limits beween one md
tbi~ ~rcent a= considered.

The purpose of this sttiy is (o determine /he
quantitative refotionships between copaci~,
throughput, delay, and :he controllabili~ /or a
given intervenrio” rate limit and to determine
how those quantities depend on the level of
randomness in the aircraft arrival stream.

2. Controllability in a Typical Terminal
Area

The TATCA planner assumes that the
arrival time for a patiicular aircraft can be
altered in two primay wayx 1) by executing
speed reductions earlier or later. 2) by flying a
longer or shorter route selected from a
predefincd repenoire (this is referred to as
pati-stitching). h geneml, the controllers may
have access to additional control techiques that
are not available to the TATCA plawer (such
M holding within the TR@CON, vectoring onto
non-stmdard routes, flying S-turns, etc.). These
additional techniques can be applied to assist
scheduling, but cannot & specified for use by
the automation.

Il,w”

Il,m .

-- Pam,*.*W mm.w, .,..
J Wmw ,** Mcw ph.

Figure 1. Boston TRACON high. allilude
approach paths to runway 4R,

In order to provide some feel for the
controllability that is available for actual
apprOach rOutes, the Boston Teminal Radar
Approach Control (TRACON) area will be
examined (see Figure l), for approaches to
~Way 4R.

Skndard high-altitude turbojet traffic is fed
to three fixes traffic from the west holds at the
Gardner (GDM) VOR and enters via the
BRONC fix: traffic from the south holds at the
Providence (PVD) VOR ad enters via that fix,
md trms-oceanic traffic, possibly augmented by
oveflow from PVD, holds at the SCUPP fix
and enters via that fix. ~ere are also several
standard low-altitude traffic ent~ fixes and
routes (not shown). Shown am the points on the
nominal trajectory where tie speed reductions
from 250-210 and 210-170 knots are initiated
under nomxl circumstances. a“d the areas
where so-cnlied path-stretching is allowed t“
occur.

Figure 2 plots the amoun[s by which
~ght time cln & decreased (negative ya]”e~) or
Increased (positive values) over nominal, for the
three approaches to mnway 4R. For speed,
control, controllability increases steadily as the
the horizon increases. When path stretching is
available, controllability still he”efits from
increased time horizon, bu[ it is more strongly
dependent upon the availability of path options
such as extension of the downwind pati segment
during final approach (“lromboning”). The PVD
apprOach rOutinely allOWS Only for a smali
dogleg path extension providing some 60 sec of
delay capability, obhough occasionally a larger
extension is used as shown on Figure 1. h case
of more severe congestion the controller can
diven a small number of aircraft tO the SCUpp
appro~ch. thus imposing some 10 additional
minutes of delay.

The dashed lines in Figure 2 comespond to
variations in flight time obsemed for actual
traffic at Atlanta and Denver [7]. ~ese acmaI
obsewations are generolly consistent !vith the
Boston calculations, although the greater
controllability indicated by the second dashed
line may indicate (hal the controllers al Atlmta
employed more path stretching than was
assumed for Boston.

Speed control alone provides roughly 120.
200 seconds of controllability, When path
stretching is added to speed control, roughly 400
seconds of controllability becomes available.
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Figure 2. Abi/ity 10 va~ landing rime $rarring
at a specified time horizon (calculated for
Boston and obsewed for Denver and AflantaJ.

Some of the graphs that follow are
simphfied by assuming that controllability is
equal for all aircraft entering the teminal area.
In applying such cuwes to cases in which
controllabihty differs for the different approach
routes, it is woti noting *at petiomance tends
to be dominated by the route with the least
controllability.

3. Scheduling Model

The prime function of tbe TATCA
scheduling algoriti is to detemtie m efficient
setoflmding times (wbichalso delemines Jhe
hdhgsequence). Once aschedule isproposed,
a Time-constrained Trajectory Generation
~G) algorith then attempts to genemte a 4D
mjecto~ to bring theaircmft from its present
state to the mnway at the scheduled time. In
most cases, the aircraft wiU have to & expedited
or delayed relative to the nomhal time-to-fly.

If the TTG algorithm fails to find a
trajectory that meets the schedule, then the
aircraft becomes anexceplion and it contributes
to tbe controller intervention rate, C, defined
earlier.

3.1 First-come/First-served (FCFS)
Scheduling

Because of a desire to impose detays fairly
upon all classes of users, teminal air traffic
control generally attempts to land aircraft in
first-come-first-semed (FCFS) order. FCFSis
defined here asscheduling landings inlhe order

Ibrthcaircrafl couldkve reached therunwq
reach one were ffying the nominal path and
profile, unconswuined bythepresence of other
aircraft. htbemalysistiat follows, astictuse
of FCFS order will be assumed.1 The
unconstrained landing times that arc computed
lodelemins tie FCFS order willb zfemedto
astbenominal lmdingtimes(NL~. Menwy
degree of congestion arises, the scheduler must
alter the NLTs in order to meet separation
requirements and fill gaps in the atival strem.
me resulting modified Imding times arc called
the scheduled l~nding times (SLTS). This
sched~l$g process is illustrate! i? Flgu& 3.

Figue 3, FCFS Scheduling Process

Tbe earliest acceptable landing time, Tc, is
found by first adding the minimum required
landing time separation (S~) to the scheduled
landing time of the previous aircraft in the
sequence. Tbevahte of STIis derived from the
in-trail separation standards or from
supewiso~ inputs to the automation. Note that
the mnway capacity (the theoretical upper limit
on mnway throughput) is 1/ST1av, where ST1av
represents the statistical average minimum
landing separation, In order to maximize
lhroughput under congested conditions, the
scheduler attempts to land each aircraft as soon
as possible after Tc. Mether the aircr~ft can
actually reach the mnway by that time depends
on the controllability. If the earliest achievable
landing lime, Te, is later than Tc, then the
scheduler accepts an excess of separation of
duration Te - Tc in front of the new amival (this
describes the case for aircraft 3 in Figure 3).
This excess separation is called a gap and
represents lost capacity. If Tc <Tc, then the
scheduled landing lime isselequalto Tc (as for
aircraft 2 and 4) and no capacity is wasted.
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However, thenewarnval isdelnyed relative to
tie earliest time at which it could have Imded in
a non-congestid sitio~

3.2 Scheduling and Controllability
-. Window/. . .

me extent to which [he scbedtding process
alterstbe nominal lmdingtimes (NLTs)canh
characterized by tbe probability distribution of
tbe time shift SLT1-NLT, where iis tie index
of a randomly selected aircraft. In order to
simplify the presentation, it is helpful to note
that it is the width of the controllability window
alone that is imponant in dctemining [be
achievable throughput. That is, if aircraft can
& expedited a tfie E md delayed a time D, *en
the sme tiougbput is achieved by a system that
cannot expedite at all but can delay by an

‘- mount W=E+D.

Figure 4 shows a sketch of such a
distribution and indicates bow tbe co”trotler
intemention rate, C, is determined by the
probability thal lies outside the controllability
window, W. me actual value of C depends
greatly on how close the arrival ra[e is to tbe
capacity and the degree of randomness in the
amival pattern. We will study several such
patterns.

n Relative Frequency

k“Fraction C of artivals
requiring more delay than
ava~able

E 10
●

; scheduling delay (aec)

u w
! Controllability Window W

Figure4. Dis[ribulion ofdelay$ imposed byrhe
scheduling process.

4. Arrival Delivery Processes

The goal of this feasibility study is to
detemioe the highest sustainable throughput
rates corresponding to a set of established
performance requirements and conditions.
Three arrival delivery models will now be
describd.

.. ‘
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Poisson Delivery Model: The final
arrival S[ream is characterized by a specified
avemge rxe R such that the probabtiity of ~
arrival in some small intewal of time dt is Rdt.
The arrivals are lhen generated by a classic
Poisson process, Note that this is the process
that might be expected as the result of a good
flow control program which delivers aircraft to
the aiVon vicinily at a specified rate (on tie
average), but where the acmal arrival times va~
greatly due to random effecti (winds, delays al
ai~on of origin, unanticipated ATC delays en.
?oute. eic.) Since tbe sum of Poisson processes
is itself a Poisson process, the final strem can
& viewed as resulting from the merging of N
streams tiat are tiemsclvcs Poisson.

Minimum Miles-in. trail Separation
Model: For his model, the final arrival strem
is the sum of N independent Poisson strems as
before, but each stream is modified with a
minimum miles-in. trail separation requirement.

Such constmint clearly has a kneficial effect on
reducing bunching in an individual amival
stream. This model is somewhat more realislic
lhan the Poisson Delivery Model since
consecutive arrivala over the same fix are
required to have a minimum separation. b, a
sense each individual stream has bekn
“scheduled” as reflected in the minimum
separation requirement. If there were. for
example only one entry fix, lben tbe stream
would not have to be modified. i.e., no flight
ttie adjustments would k necessav. If, on the
otier hand, there are several fixes, the effect of
the miles-in-tmil procedure may well k greatly
diminished in the combined stream. By how
much will depend on the fix Ioadlngs, as will k
demonstrated.

Metered Model: In this model, the
de five~ process is based on the specification of
unifomly spaced landing slots (wicb spacing
equal to STI). Each arnvil is assigned to one of
tiese slots, with some slots remaining unassigned
if the arrival rate is below capacily. Tbe
metering system estimates the amival time at tie
metering fix for lhat targeted landing slot.
Aircraft are delivered to the fix with a time
error tha[ varies from aircraft to aircraft but
can be modelled by a simple normal
distribution, with a given bias and standard
deviation. The error distribution may va~ for
each metering fix (since each flight pa[h will be
affected diffcrcn[ly by tvind cstin] ale emors and
other unccnain[ies).

—-. . . ~’
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me Metered Model approximates (he effect
that a conscientiously applied ERM-ASP
Metering program mighl have on the NLT
distib”tions.

S. Throughput Versus Controllability
.-

A simulation ca” now be co”d”ctcd to
detemine the maximum arrival rate, R, that can
be tolerated without exceeding a specified
exception rate, C. Results will be p~sented for
all tiree delivc~ models,

S.1 Results for the Poisson Delivery
Model

Figure 5 shows a delay histogrm generated
by simulating 1000 arrivals for a“ arrival rate

of 35 per hour with mnway capacity of 40 per
hour. using a FCFS scheduler wi~ no expedite
capability. Obsemc tie large pulse at delay zero
representing the 14% of arrivals scheduled
witiout my delay.

Figure 5. Typical Delay Histogram for Poisson
Model.

Figure 6 shows the integral of the previous
histogrm (cumulative distribution). From this
cuwe it is possible to read off the number of
ativals (on the ordtiate) with scheduled delays
less thm a given controllability window (on the
abscissa). Similarly, one can inte~ret the
abscissa aa the required controllability window
size, W, at which the ordinate represents the
nuber of arrivals scheduled without exceeding
the controller i“terve”tion rate C. For
example, for, a maximum of C=1OYO, the
wtidow must exceed w=6W seconds.

me simulation was repeated for a range of
arrival rates from 28 to 40 aircraft per hour
(where 40 equals the capacity). ~e results
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plotted as Figure 7 for intemcntion rates of 1,
5. 10.20 and 30% rcoresent the vrimaw outDut. . .
ii& s!udy. “

Figure 6. Cumulative Deloy Hisrogrom for
Figure 5.

It should be noted that the gain in the
achievable throughpu[ rate is steepest for the
lower values of W, with the cuwes &coming
significmtly flatter for W above 700 seconds or
so. Above the figure are some typical values for
W using different combinations of control
mechanisms (speed control only, speed md pa~
stretchtig, etc.).

For an intemenlion rale of C=5% md using
speed controls only, the operational throughput
rate is limited to less than 24 aircraft per hour
(a 60 pe~ent mnway utilization rote).

If, in addition, path stretching is used for a
total delaying ctpobility of 600 seconds, tie
throughput rate can be increased to 34,2 aircmft
per hour (.85 mnway utilization rate) for the
sme 570 intemention rote.

If, in addition, topof-dcsccnt control were
made available (another ISO seconds) the
throughpu[ rate could be increased funher to
35.0, but {he gain is marginal (less thm a .8 unit
increase). me reason is that we are reaching tie
knee in the cuwe and enter in a regime of
diminishing retttms, ~at conclusion depends
somewhat on the allowed intewention rate,
however. On the 1% cuwe, [he comesponding
increase would have been somewhat more
substantial: from a throughput rate of 32 to 34
aircraft ~r hour (a 2 unit inc~ase).
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Figure 7. Throldghpt,t versus conlrollob;ii~ for Poisson Model,

- S.2 Results for the Minimum Miles-in-
Irail Model

~Is model represents an a[tempt to refine
the Poisson Model by including tie existence of
minimum in-trail constraints (here taken to be
108 see) in individual stiems. At the sme the
new parameters, nmely the fix loading md the
number of arrival s[reams (or the number of
entry fixes), are introduced. To simplify the
discussion we assume tiree fixes and show only
two cases: first when the fix loadings are equal,
and next when they are 70%, 209. and 107..
me cuwes for Poisson Delive~ Model wiU be
used as reference.

Figure 8 shows that in the three stream and
equal fix loading case the effect of minhum in-
trail separations has no beneficial effect on
throughput. This implies that even with only
three feeder streams, tbe merged s[ream
kcomcs quite random, tiffering tittle from the
Po&son Model.

I

E
.——..——-\----------

“0 ,., ,.” !- s... ,!.
—. - ,-,

Figiire 8. Thro!tghpu: versus conrroliabiliq for
in-trail model widl eq~l fix loadi!zgs.
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Figure 9 shows a situation with sig”ificmtly
unbalmced fix loadings. As expected. some of
tbc minimum in-trail spacing effect suwives
and greatly helps the TATCA scheduler,
especially when {he available controllability is
small. For example for speed control only
(180s) and a 10% allowable intemention rate
the 1hrou8hput rate is 30 (versus 24 for
Poisson), For a 600 s window it is 35.7 (up
from 35), showing that the beneficial effe~t
lessens when the knee in the cumes is reached.
me minimum miles-in-trail separation succeeti
as a means of smoothing a Poisson arrival
stream only if the bulk of the traffic atives in
one single stream or for several unbalanced
strems..,

a.!

!“ Y
1.

1. ::.”.._-
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Fig!lre 9. Tbrotlghp!fr t,erslis con:rollabilig for
in-trail model with Iineqlfal fix loadings

5.3 Results for [be Metered Model

Recall that for this model the TATCA
scheduler is handed an amival stream in which
the arrival times hmve been adjusted across all
entV fixes by an en route metering program in



Fi$u,t 10. T+oughpu, with Mete,inx h[o&l ad ,A,ce fue, with eqd Imd;flg.

C“me A i is fore,,., Nf O,IOOJ i... .normll.v d;srribured Wi:j, O bl~ ond s,~nd~rd
dmiation 100 sec. C.me A2 is for N(0,200); Cum. A3 f., N(0,300) ..d ,14 for
N(300,100J, Ave,og. mi.imm [.ding lime in!em.1 wm 90 rec.

an attempt to achieve m ideal computed atival
time at tie mnway. The precision with which
aircraft are actually delivered is diluted by
nomally distributed emors with specified mean
b (for bias) and standard deviation S, denoted
N(b,S)

Figure 10 shows that the magnitude of the
metering precision emor is hardly relevant if
the amount of controllability available is of the
same order as the spread of the delive~ emor.
The main contribution of the metering progrm
is that it has substantially reduced the potential
for bunching in the amival st~am, thus greatly
increasing the likelihood that the delay required
by the scheduler will be within the
controllability window. A relatively small
controllability window consisting of speed
control and some path stretching within the
TRACON boundary allows TATCA to operate
at very high throughput rates (39 out of a
capacity of 40 or .975 mnway utilization rate).
Even when a pa flicular stream is subjected to a
large bias emor (perhaps due to a wind error
affecting one path) no large delays seem to
ensue, as is shown by lhe cuwe labelled A4.

The Metering Model can be used to
detemine the effect of metering precision upon
the achievable throughput. me system attempts
to deliver aircraf[ at the metering fix at specific
times and fails 10 do so because of emors.2
\Vithout errors, no con(rollabili[y at all would
be required. The system could then
accommodate any atival rate shon of tie actual
capacity of the mnway and the exception rate
would k zero. ~e presence of metering enors
leads to a requirement for a non-zero
controllability window and a finite exception
rate,

. . . . . w.u, .mt-”ti- {-,
4* ““””
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Figure 11. Effecf of metering precision on
throughput for C=O.OS).
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Figure 11 shows how the achievable
throughput is dependent UPO” the metering
precision. In this figure fhe mnway caplci~ is
40 aircraftio”r md the i“temention rale, C, is
allowed to k 5 percent. The steepness of Ihe
.W<200 bounda~ implies tht precise meiering

--- -“” is of most value when the controllabOity is low.
When the controllability is more [ha” 400
seconds. the wnway can be quite efficiently used
even with ve~ imprecise metering. As tie
metering error increases, the throughpu[
deteriorates m the value lhat could be handled
uder the Poisson Model. For a TATCA system
lhat employs both speed comroi and path
stretching, the required metering precision
aPP~am 10 & witiin the mnge !h~t is co-o”iy
achieved today where En Route Metering is in
effect. The melering specifications called for in
tie System Level Spccificalion for the Advanced
Automation System requires precision of one
minute and this is more than satisfactory for
TATCA operation,

6. Summary of Principal Resutts

This analysis has established quan[it~tive
relationships between [hrou Shput rate,
controllability which is a function of the
planning horizon, controller in[emen[ion rate,
mndomness in [he arrival paltem, fix loadings,
scheduling discipline and capacity, A discre[e
time simulation model, inco~ orating only the
salient feamres relevan[ to tie tkoughput versus
delay were included m this slage, Table 1 gives
a sbon suMav of the principal resul~.

If TATCA is handed an arrival stream whose
average rate is reasonably co”rrolled (e.g., by
Row Control), but where individual aircraft
ativals are fully independent from one anotier
(Poisson) then lhe amount of controllability
tYPicallY available within the TRACON
hunda~ (180s for speed control. md 6W s for
speed and path stretching) wiU force TATCA m
operate at lower throughput rmes if only low
controller inremention rates (570 or 10%) are
allowed: or it can push up the throughput rate
but then tigher controller inteme”tion rates are
required. However, if TATCA were aUowed to
specify time-at.e”t~ fix for a smalt subset of
amivals (in fact imposing tbot large delays be
absorbed in the enroute control fires, mayk in
the fom of a hold), it could operate at higher
throughput rates.

The in-trtil hlode! where aircr!ft en!ering
the TRACON must bve a minimum intrail
separation seemed to petiom ve~ much as did
the Poisson Model,

But in the Metering Model, where the
arrival stream has vin”ally no b“nchcd arrivals,
TATCA nteds li[de comrollabili[y [o opcra[c al
thro”ghp”t rares CIOXCm capacity, and his high
performance seems quite insensitive to the
precision with which ativals are delivered to
the metering fix.

7, Conclusions

From [he analysis in this paper, several
conclusions cm be drawn. Tbcse conclusions
are valid for Ihe mathematical models employed,
ond their rclevancc [o panicular tcminai areas
should h validaied on a case-by-case basis,
me qum[it~tive conclusions sm[ed kclow assume
bat an in[emention mte of C=O.05 is selected as
a system operaling point,

For a melcrcd flow, [he value of additional
controllability decreases significantly beyond
200-300 seconds. For a Poisson model, Ihe
value of additional controllability dccrea$es
beyond abou[ 600 seconds. This is seen in the
“knee’< in the cuwes of Figures 8, 9, and 10.
One consequence of his is that when metering is
in effect, a TATCA system tint operates solely
within the TRACO,N can obtain a significant
~flion of the IoMl poiential &nefits.

The value of me[ering is con fimed by the
throughput increases obtained when going from
the Poisson atival model to tie metered model.
With an unaided free-flow of arrivals as
modeled by Poisson, the teminal area cannot
handle a flo,v rzte [hat is much greater thm 757.
of the acwal mnway capacity. The imposition of
minimum in-trail separation restrictions, while
helpful in pre~,en[ing the teminal area from
being overloaded. does not improve the
throughput beyond [hat of the Poisson case.
This is because rhe merging of streams with
miles-in-lrail restrictions oflen rcsuhs in a
combined stream hat is essentially Poisson,
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Table 1. Throughput versus controllability versus intervention rote for
three awivd mhk.

~
–-----—- ---+––-+----+--:~–

me use of sueed control alone vrovides
controllability wi;dows on the order ~f 60 to
230 seconds, depending upon the approach path.
Unfomnately, the achievable throughpu[ tends
to be constrained by the paths with the least
controllability. Hence, a TATCA system that
employed speed control alone within the
teminal area would probably require an
extremely precise metering system in order to
avoid througbppt loss. Such metering may be
ava~lable in the AAS !ime frame, but is not
avadable h the near-tern environment.

The use of speed control and path stretching
within the TRACON provides controllability
windows on the order of 3W-400 seconds. ~Is
results in a substantial easing of the
requirements for me[ering precision. Metering
emors of 200-300 seconds (one-sigma) then
become acceptable (see Figure 10). Such a
system could function well with existing
metering systems, yielding throughput up to
95% of tie mnway capacity.

hen route airspace, in-tmil aircraft may k
only 80-120 seconds span. The tolerance of
metering ewors on the order of 300 seconds
hplies that the p~cise sequence of delive~ md
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separation at the melering fix is not signdicant
as long as arrival rate (as averaged over a few
minutes) is well controlled.

me analysis indicales that efficient use of
the controllability available !vithin a scheduling
horizon equal to the tcminal area irse~ cm lead
to significmt teminai throughput knefi[s, even
with impetiect me[ering.
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